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ABSTRACT
Data augmentation enhances the accuracy of DL models by diversi-
fying training samples through a sequence of data transformations.
While recent advancements in data augmentation have demonstrated
remarkable efficacy, they often rely on computationally expensive
and dynamic algorithms. Unfortunately, current system optimiza-
tions, primarily designed to leverage CPUs, cannot effectively sup-
port these methods due to costs and limited resource availability.

To address these issues, we introduce FusionFlow, a system that
cooperatively utilizes both CPUs and GPUs to accelerate the data
preprocessing stage of DL training that runs the data augmentation
algorithm. FusionFlow orchestrates data preprocessing tasks across
CPUs and GPUs while minimizing interference with GPU-based
model training. In doing so, it effectively mitigates the risk of GPU
memory overflow by managing memory allocations of the tasks
within the GPU-wide free space. Furthermore, FusionFlow provides
a dynamic scheduling strategy for tasks with varying computational
demands and reallocates compute resources on the fly to enhance
training throughput for both single and multi-GPU DL jobs. Our
evaluations show that FusionFlow outperforms existing CPU-based
methods by 16–285% in single-machine scenarios and, to achieve
similar training speeds, requires 50–60% fewer CPUs compared to
utilizing scalable compute resources from external servers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep learning (DL) training is a time-consuming process primarily
due to compute-intensive mathematical operations that arise dur-
ing training. To expedite these computations, DL systems utilize
accelerators such as GPUs. In large-scale training, it is common to
parallelize each training iteration across multiple GPUs to further
improve training performance and efficiency [25, 43, 59, 75].

However, as HW technologies continue to evolve, the bottleneck
in DL systems is gradually shifting from the GPU to the CPU. Over
the last decade, GPUs have undergone substantial improvements,
with FLOPs per dollar doubling every two years [23]. In contrast,
improvements in CPUs have been relatively stagnant. This disparity
in speed enhancement results in a low CPU-to-GPU compute ratio
in many cases [39, 44], posing a challenge in effectively balancing
the DL workload over CPUs and GPUs within a server.

The data preprocessing (prep) step in DL training, which typi-
cally runs on the CPU, exacerbates this bottleneck by placing ex-
tra computational burdens on the CPU [6, 10, 30, 45, 47]. This
step precedes model training on each mini-batch of the training
dataset and applies a multi-stage data transformation pipeline called
data augmentation to enhance data diversity and improve model
accuracy. Modern data augmentation algorithms [12, 13, 31, 34–
36, 41, 46, 51, 53, 69, 71, 74, 76] dynamically choose a larger set
of transformation operators, further enhancing model accuracy at a
higher computational cost. Because the enhancement comes without
improving the training algorithm or using a larger dataset, these
data augmentation techniques are widely adopted by mainstream DL
frameworks such as PyTorch [64] and TensorFlow [63].

To hide the delays from the CPU bottleneck, the data prep step
for the next mini-batch runs concurrently with the current model
training [5, 42, 70], but the mini-batch is often not ready on time
for training. Thus, recent studies have explored various methods to
expedite the data prep step by utilizing remote CPUs beyond the local
server’s capacity [7, 18, 66, 72, 73]. This horizontal scaling of data
prep has been primarily achieved through disaggregated services [7,
18, 72], where DL systems allocate ample CPU resources for the data
prep to match the speed of model training on the GPU. To further
enhance scaling efficiency, a recent DL system called FastFlow [66]
automates decisions concerning the optimal amount of mini-batch
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data to process on remote CPUs. To make such decisions, FastFlow
profiles a set of predefined candidate computations for offloading,
taking into account various remote compute and network capacities.

On the flip side, relying on remote CPUs to scale the data prep
step is not a panacea and has two limitations. First, its applicability
is restricted as it necessitates scalable compute resources, such as
CPU clusters [7, 18], which are not readily available to most ML
practitioners. Second, CPUs are typically optimized for sequential
processing tasks, whereas data prep for DL tasks – for example, on
image data – can benefit substantially from extensive data-parallel
processing. Consequently, approaches solely based on remote CPUs
can incur high costs. If an insufficient number of remote CPUs is
allocated, the data prep step will still remain as a bottleneck and
prolong model training times [66].

In this paper, we introduce FusionFlow, a new DL system that
speeds up the data prep step without dependence on remote compute
resources. The key strategy employed by FusionFlow is harnessing
idle GPU cycles, which enables the dynamic offloading of a por-
tion of CPU computations (specifically related to data prep in the
imminent iteration) onto local GPUs. Importantly, FusionFlow’s de-
sign principles complement horizontal CPU scaling. Thus, if remote
CPUs are at hand, FusionFlow can seamlessly integrate them into
its CPU pool and adjust the distribution of computations among all
accessible CPUs and GPUs, further speeding up the data prep.

To take the opportunity for GPU offloading, we retrofit one
of the libraries that offer HW-assisted operations for data prep
tasks [45, 47]. However, existing libraries are primarily tailored
for a single static pipeline that is repeatedly used to transform all
training samples. They are not well-suited for dynamic algorithms
that frequently change the data transformation pipeline (e.g., per
sample) on the fly. This dynamic nature incurs a substantial over-
head which encompasses task generation, GPU memory allocation,
and task scheduling on the GPU each time the data transformation
undergoes a change. Furthermore, these libraries manage a local
pool of GPU memory to optimize memory allocations, but this pool
can grow to several GBs [14, 40], limiting available space for model
training and increasing the risk of GPU memory overflow.

To overcome these challenges, we improve our system by incor-
porating two design principles: ahead-of-time task allocation and
cross-boundary memory sharing. When a DL job is spawned, Fu-
sionFlow pre-builds GPU tasks for all possible data augmentation
pipelines. During runtime, it executes one of the pre-built tasks that
reflects a random augmentation pipeline by simply updating the
input data of the chosen task, thereby eliminating most of the run-
time overhead. In addition, FusionFlow unifies local memory pools
between the data prep and model training phases. This integration
allows any unused GPU memory to be reclaimed for future memory
allocations, effectively reducing the GPU’s memory footprint.

For each mini-batch, FusionFlow exploits intra-batch parallelism
[42, 70] to distribute the data prep workload between CPU and GPU.
Since GPUs are specifically optimized for processing large data
blocks in parallel, FusionFlow assigns relatively larger samples from
a mini-batch to the GPU while keeping both CPUs and GPUs busy.
To generalize this idea, we propose task affinity-aware scheduler.
This scheduler initially divides each mini-batch into many small tiny-
batches, with each tiny-batch containing a small subset of samples
(even one sample). These tiny-batches are then sorted based on the

aggregate size of samples in each tiny-batch and fed into the CPU
and GPU in ascending and descending orders, respectively. To load
balance across the CPU and GPU while accommodating dynamic
changes in the CPU side’s compute capacity (e.g., variations in #
local/remote CPUs), our task scheduler continuously monitors the
number of remaining tiny-batches and the processing rates of all
available compute resources and adaptively adjusts task placements.

We opt for data-level partitioning over operator-level partitioning
for several compelling reasons. Operator-level partitioning splits
data prep operators (e.g., image decoding) between CPU and GPU
while, for instance, reserving the GPU for those resource-intensive
operators that can yield substantial speedup improvements. How-
ever, this partitioning scheme tends to be coarse-grained due to the
limited number of operators involved in data prep. In certain DL
frameworks like TensorFlow, the data augmentation phase is even
treated as a single, monolithic operator [66], further constraining
the options for operator partitioning plans. Consequently, it is diffi-
cult to effectively distribute the computational load across the CPU
and GPU through operators. Additionally, since data prep operators
are usually executed sequentially for a mini-batch, it is crucial for
mini-batch samples to seamlessly flow into these operators to fully
harness all available compute resources. This introduces additional
system complexity, which, if overlooked, could adversely impact
training performance.

We implement FusionFlow atop PyTorch and demonstrate the
benefits by comparing it with a concrete set of baselines, including
NVIDIA DALI [45], a popular GPU-based method, and traditional
CPU-based methods, including FastFlow [66], which represents
the state-of-the-art horizontal CPU scaling. Our evaluations show
that FusionFlow is 46.7–91.7% faster than DALI and 16.1–285%
faster than the local CPU-based methods and requires 50–60% fewer
CPUs compared to FastFlow to achieve comparable performance.
Moreover, FusionFlow can support 50% larger batch sizes compared
to DALI due to cross-boundary memory sharing and exploit in-
memory caching [30] to deliver even higher throughput.

2 BACKGROUND
DL training overview. Deep learning (DL) training involves pro-
cessing a dataset multiple times termed epochs. Each epoch consists
of many training iterations that repeat data preprocessing (prep)
and model training. In the data prep step, a mini-batch of data is
randomly fetched, decoded (e.g., JPEG to RGB format), and then
augmented to generate a batch of new samples. These augmented
samples are used in the model training step, where computations are
performed on the data as it passes through DL layers in order and
then in reverse order to calculate gradients for model updates. DL
training continues these steps until the model converges.

There are various methodologies for performing parallel DL train-
ing using multiple GPUs. For example, data parallelism allows
each GPU to train the model using a disjoint subset of the training
data. As the training proceeds with local mini-batches on different
GPUs in parallel, the gradients obtained during the model training
step are periodically aggregated to synchronize model updates. The
communication graph that specifies workers to perform the gradient
aggregation includes either all GPUs (e.g., All-Reduce [58]) or a
small subset [32, 37, 38]. Also, data-parallel training has a staleness
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bound that determines the maximum iteration gap allowed among
workers [9, 15, 16, 22]. Although specific setups do not restrict our
work, we mainly consider data parallelism based on All-Reduce and
no staleness since it is the most commonly used form.

Dynamic data augmentations. While conventional data augmenta-
tion pipelines in the data prep step are statically configured, modern
ones create the pipeline dynamically at runtime [12, 13, 31, 34–
36, 41, 46, 51, 53, 69, 71, 74, 76]. For example, the first data aug-
mentation algorithm used in popular CNN models like ResNet [20]
and VGGNet [60] consists of three transformation operators (crop,
scale, and horizontal flip) [28, 60] applied to “all input samples”.
On the contrary, RandAugment [13] – the most well-known dynamic
algorithm – randomly selects two or more out of 14 operators “per
sample” and concatenates them with crop and horizontal flip [26, 30].
Deep AutoAugment [74] goes even further by augmenting each sam-
ple using five to seven random operators. As a result of using longer
pipelines formed by the dynamic selection of richer transformation
operators, these augmentation methods enhance the training accu-
racy for many popular models, including ResNet, EfficientNet, and
ViT, to name a few [13, 30, 62, 66].

3 CHALLENGES
In this section, we shed light on various challenges associated with
the efficient execution of data prep tasks. For brevity, we will use
the term “task” to refer to both input samples and the code required
to perform data prep unless specified otherwise.

3.1 Data Prep on CPU
The enhanced accuracy of dynamic data augmentations comes with a
high computational cost that often becomes a major source of perfor-
mance degradation. To demonstrate this, we characterize how well
commonly used DL systems fulfill fast training. We train ResNet-50
(RN-50) and ViT-Base (ViT) on two servers equipped with NVIDIA
RTX 3090 Ti and A100 GPUs using PyTorch 1.8 [48] and apply
two recent augmentation methods, RandAugment and AutoAug-
ment [12], on OpenImage dataset [29]. For comparison, we include
default augmentation algorithms (DefAugment) used in the PyTorch.

To evaluate computation costs and potential parallelism speedups
without interference, training is conducted on a single CPU and
GPU that does not need model synchronization. Furthermore, to
minimize the impact of I/O-related delays, our data prep proactively
prefetches subsequent mini-batches for augmentation in advance.
Our workload characterization reveals two challenges:

C-1. High computational cost. DL frameworks typically leverage
multiple CPU cores to parallelize data prep across samples, aiming
to have the next augmented mini-batch steadily ready for model
training as soon as the current iteration is completed [42, 70]. When
this condition is met, GPUs remain constantly occupied with model
training, avoiding CPU bottlenecks that arise from data prep.

Figure 1(a) shows the average time required for data prep (𝑡𝐷 ) and
model training (𝑡𝑀 ) to process a single sample using the mini-batch
size that fits in the GPU memory of the RTX 3090 Ti server. 𝑡𝐷
takes 17.3×, 14.7×, and 11.2× longer than 𝑡𝑀 for RandAugment,
AutoAugment, and DefAugment in ResNet-50, respectively. Thus,
assuming that performing data prep across CPUs for different sam-
ples is “embarrassingly parallel”, RandAugment, AutoAugment, and
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Figure 1: Per-sample processing time on CPU and GPU for
different augmentation algorithms, models, and machines.

DefAugment require “at least” ⌈17.3⌉, ⌈14.7⌉, and ⌈11.2⌉ CPUs, re-
spectively, to match the model training speed without encountering
a CPU bottleneck. However, this server’s CPU-to-GPU ratio stands
at only 5.3:1, which is slightly higher than the ratio observed in pop-
ular NVIDIA’s AI-optimized servers like DGX-1 [4] and DGX-2 [2].
Subsequently, all these scenarios in ResNet-50 face CPU bottlenecks,
with RandAugment exacerbating the problem further. Note that due
to the higher 𝑡𝑀 , ViT is expected to experience less severe CPU
bottlenecks than ResNet-50.

Then, does using a newer server with more CPU cores resolve
this problem? We similarly measure the average 𝑡𝐷 and 𝑡𝑀 on the
A100 server, which provides up to 16 CPU cores per GPU. As Fig-
ure 1(b) shows, both 𝑡𝐷 and 𝑡𝑀 exhibit considerable reductions
compared to their counterparts in Figure 1(a). For DefAugment, 𝑡𝐷
takes 14.5× longer than 𝑡𝑀 for ResNet-50. This suggests that the
server’s CPU-to-GPU ratio of 16:1 appears to be sufficient to keep
the GPU fully engaged for model training. However, we continue to
experience CPU bottlenecks for the newer augmentation methods:
RandAugment and AutoAugment still demand a minimum of ⌈27.8⌉
and ⌈22.6⌉ CPUs, respectively.

We find that insufficient CPU cores per GPU are also commonly
observed among public cloud users. Public cloud vendors provide a
wide variety of instances with relatively low CPU-to-GPU ratios [39],
as shown in Figure 2.

C-2. Stragglers from variation in augmentation time. Under
single-GPU training, the GPU time spent to consume a single mini-
batch is fairly similar among different iterations as the gradient
computation is highly periodic [19, 33]. However, in multi-GPU
data-parallel training, the computed gradients may be aggregated
across GPUs before moving to the next mini-batch. For fast data-
parallel training, it is thus necessary to have no stragglers during the
gradient aggregation.

We find that the data prep significantly contributes to producing
such stragglers because different transformation operators cause
the mini-batch processing time to vary widely. Based on our anal-
ysis, for the image size of 128 KB, the SolarizeAdd operator
in RandAugment takes 52× longer than CutoutAbs, the cheap-
est operator. That is, the mini-batch that applies SolarizeAdd
to its samples more frequently will take a relatively longer time to
complete. We also observe that a larger input sample prolongs its
augmentation remarkably. Consequently, the data prep time highly
varies over iterations, as shown in Figure 3, requiring slow data preps
to be accelerated instantly to finish the current iteration faster.
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3.2 Data Prep on GPU
HW-accelerated libraries [45, 47] provide an option to leverage
GPUs for speeding up data preps. Nevertheless, there are several
challenges that currently impede their adoption for dynamic GPU
offloading:

G-1. Needs for frequent generation of augmentation pipelines.
HW-accelerated libraries for conventional data augmentation algo-
rithms are compelling as we only need a single static data transfor-
mation pipeline to apply over the whole training process. On the
contrary, they are usually not well suited for recent algorithms as
the pipeline must frequently change to augment training samples
more dynamically. A naïve solution to meeting this requirement is
to generate the task for the data transformation pipeline on the fly.
Specifically, whenever we have data to augment with a new pipeline,
the system constructs a new GPU task containing the pipeline. Then,
it allocates GPU memory and schedules the task to the GPU. The
runtime cost associated with this procedure can be substantial and
affect the entire data prep step. For example, on our 3090 Ti server,
preparing a new GPU task with four samples for RandAugment
takes up around 30% of the total time required to complete the task.

G-2. Interference in limited GPU memory. Offloading data prep
to the GPU provides higher throughput but consumes GPU mem-
ory. Many prior studies already point out substantial GPU memory
usage (up to several GB) caused by the GPU-accelerated library
DALI [14, 40, 42]. Since GPU memory is scarce, this usage could
leave insufficient memory available for model training. As a result,
users may need to train the model either with gradient accumula-
tion, which can cause significant slowdown due to multiple forward-
backward computations performed for each iteration, or with smaller
mini-batches, which can affect training efficiency.

To understand what constitutes memory usage when data prep is
carried out by the GPU, we run DefAugment and RandAugment on
DALI for a mini-batch with 240 samples and break down their mem-
ory footprints. Figure 4 shows the results. DALI inevitably requires
a certain amount of memory (+400 MB) as a workspace for pipeline
computations. This static memory usage represents a small portion
(0.8–1.6%) of the total capacity of modern GPUs (24–48 GB). Impor-
tantly, this static memory usage comfortably fits within the memory
space typically left available during DL training [11]. In contrast,
DALI also incurs non-static, dynamic memory consumption, which
takes up more than 3.6 GB and 7.3 GB of memory for DefAugment
and RandAugment, respectively. This dynamic memory primarily

serves as a repository for the intermediate data produced during the
execution of sample transformation pipelines. Notably, RandAug-
ment incurs higher dynamic memory usage than DefAugment owing
to the invocation of numerous distinct transformation operators, each
with diverse memory demands.

4 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
We propose exploiting idle GPU cycles to offload a portion of the
CPU-side data prep computations onto local GPUs, while constantly
utilizing available CPUs to maximize performance gains. In this
section, we present solutions to the challenges discussed in the pre-
vious section and conduct a theoretical analysis of the data diversity
achieved by our proposed approach.

4.1 New System Components for GPU Prep
Addressing challenges G-1 and G-2 posed in § 3.2 is a prerequisite
for optimizing system runtime for the data prep workload. To that
end, we present two extensions to DL frameworks as follows:

Solution 1 Ahead-of-time task allocation G-1
Solution 2 Cross-boundary memory sharing G-2

4.1.1 Ahead-of-time task allocation. We propose an efficient
method for executing GPU tasks through ahead-of-time task allo-
cation. This method involves creating a combination of GPU tasks
for all possible data augmentation pipelines in advance and reusing
them in future iterations. Instead of constructing a task on the fly, we
select one of the pre-built GPU tasks that corresponds to a random
augmentation pipeline and submit it along with the input samples
directly to the GPU, reducing the overhead of constructing tasks at
runtime. Our method is based on the observation that when a GPU
task is selected multiple times, it will run the same augmentation
operators and often allocate the same memory variables. Thus, we
can allocate memory from GPU once and reuse it for every selec-
tion of the task without having to reallocate memory. To recycle a
task, we simply need to overwrite the input samples for the data
augmentation in the task.

The number of pre-built GPU tasks depends on algorithm-specific
factors like the size of the random operator set, the number of opera-
tors to be randomly selected in the pipeline, and whether certain in-
effective combinations are prohibited. While the potential number of
augmentation combinations could theoretically grow exponentially,
they do not necessarily result in exponentially larger memory usage.
This is because each GPU task allocates memory on-demand from a
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Figure 5: Towards efficient intra-batch parallelization. Training iterations get faster while moving steps from (a) to (c).

memory pool as it is scheduled and proceeds with data augmentation
for input samples fetched from storage or CPU memory. Once the
augmentation is completed, this memory is promptly returned to the
pool. Thus, even with a vast number of possible augmentations, as
long as they are not all executed simultaneously, they represent a set
of configurations that comfortably fit within the GPU memory. For
instance, RandAugment generates up to 196 tasks but requires no
more than 7.85 GB of GPU memory, as shown in Figure 4.

4.1.2 Cross-boundary memory sharing. Both model train-
ing frameworks (like PyTorch) and data prep libraries (like DALI)
maintain their local pool of GPU memory. If free memory exists in
one local pool, it can be released and utilized by the other pool for
remote memory allocations. To facilitate this cross-boundary mem-
ory sharing, we have designed a system that reclaims free memory
from model training for use by data prep and vice versa. A detailed
illustration of this memory sharing mechanism is presented in § 5.3.

Similar to data prep in Figure 4, model training often consumes
most of its in-use memory to store “intermediate outputs” from
model layers, such as feature maps in CNN/RNN models [33, 68].
This memory usage pattern indicates that when model training is
finished and inactive, all of its dynamic memory is freed, thus pro-
viding ample space for data prep to use more memory. Overall, this
approach allows efficient sharing of GPU memory between model
training and data prep steps, as long as their memory allocation and
deallocation phases are carefully coordinated.

4.2 CPU-GPU Cooperation for Data Prep
When offloading data prep tasks to GPU, spatial GPU sharing runs
data prep and model training on the GPU simultaneously without
temporal coordination. This strategy frequently leads to inefficient
memory utilization since both steps may expand their working sets
concurrently. It can cause the peak memory usage from data prep
and model training to add up and incur memory overflow, which is
known to have a detrimental impact on DL training performance [33].
To avoid memory overflow in spatial GPU sharing, it is thus essen-
tial not to exhaust the GPU’s memory capacity while assuming no
memory sharing between data prep and model training at all. On the
computation front, data prep libraries support various features like
prefetching and pipelining to deliver higher processing rates at the
expense of GPU cycles. This can similarly lead to unexpected con-
tention for GPU processing units, i.e., Streaming Multiprocessors.

As a result, spatial GPU sharing is beneficial only when model
training underutilizes both memory and processing units. If either
memory or compute resources is heavily utilized by model training,
a more pragmatic approach would be to employ temporal GPU
sharing, as shown in Figure 5. In practice, as most DL training
is notably memory and/or compute-intensive, spatial GPU sharing
seems less frequently applicable.

FusionFlow has the capability to switch between temporal and
spatial GPU sharing modes by profiling resource usage conditions
and performance metrics derived from test runs (§ 5.2.1). Since the
spatial sharing mode simply applies all proposed techniques without
GPU time-multiplexing, our focus here is on explaining the design
of the temporal sharing scheme within FusionFlow.

4.2.1 How to split a single data prep. GPU time-multiplexing
dedicates the entire GPU to either data prep or model training at any
given moment, allowing both steps to alternate and make full use of
available memory and compute resources. To maximize its effective-
ness, the techniques introduced in § 4.1 are essential. For data prep
of a single mini-batch, which is to be processed in parallel by both
CPU and GPU resources, we use intra-batch parallelism (Intra-P).
Our implementation of Intra-P partitions a single mini-batch into
many smaller tiny-batches. Each tiny-batch represents a small data
prep task that contains a small, disjoint subset of samples (even just
one sample) to decode and augment from the original mini-batch.

While the concept behind our Intra-P is straightforward, achieving
workload-balanced scheduling for data prep tasks across the “slower”
CPU and “faster” GPU is particularly difficult due to workload vari-
abilities, as illustrated in Figure 3, as well as variabilities in available
compute resources, such as limited CPUs due to sudden system
contentions. For this reason, we have chosen to adopt data-level par-
titioning rather than operator-level partitioning that splits data prep
operations and offloads computationally expensive ones. With the
data partitioning scheme, we can perform fast reactive scheduling
of data prep tasks. This approach enables precise load-balancing
decisions that can quickly react to changing workload and resource
conditions. Furthermore, the small task granularity of tiny-batches
empowers us to make fine-grained adjustments to our scheduling
decisions. In contrast, operator-level partitioning is coarse-grained
and often limited to offloading either the decode phase or both the
decode and augment phases in popular DL platforms [66].

4.2.2 How to exploit CPU/GPU jointly. In the temporal GPU
sharing mode, we take advantage of Intra-P in two stages. To illus-
trate, we use the scenario described in Figure 5 that runs training
on two local GPUs, each assigned with two CPU cores. For brevity,
we only show one set of GPU and CPUs in the figure. Each Intra-P
stage addresses C-1 and C-2 posed in § 3.1 as follows:

Stage 1 Intra-P using local GPU & local CPU cores C-1
Stage 2 Intra-P using local GPU & all CPU cores C-2

Local CPU → Local CPU+GPU. Intra-P consumes local mini-
batches one after the other based on their static order (i.e., mini-batch
𝑖 then 𝑖 + 1). Using only the local CPU is insufficient if it leaves
the GPU unused for a long time after the previous iteration 𝑖 − 1
is completed, as shown in Figure 5(a). We exploit these ample idle
resources to consume tiny-batches of iteration 𝑖 while not affecting
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the preceding model training of iteration 𝑖 − 1, as shown in Fig-
ure 5(b). There are two crucial advantages of harnessing idle GPU
cycles in this manner. First, as GPU offers higher FLOPS than CPU,
tiny-batches are consumed faster, remarkably reducing the mini-
batch completion time. Second, CPUs and GPUs are utilized more
effectively, enhancing system efficiency.

Local CPU+GPU → Global. The former stage is local-centric
and neglects global coordination in multi-GPU data-parallel training.
Specifically, if two GPUs start model training for iteration 𝑖 at the
same time, no coordination would be needed as they are likely
to enter gradient aggregation roughly simultaneously. Otherwise,
whichever starts earlier should unnecessarily wait until the other
GPU gets ready for gradient aggregation. Therefore, to synchronize
the gradient aggregation across GPUs to the utmost extent every
iteration, we schedule tiny-batches to available remote CPUs when
local GPU/CPUs have quite a few of tiny-batches remaining to
process, as shown in Figure 5(c). Note that we do not exercise the
remote GPU as it is in use for model training.

In the spatial GPU sharing mode, FusionFlow offloads tiny-
batches to the local GPU even when it is currently being used by
model training. This is the key distinction to the temporal GPU
sharing mode in FusionFlow.

4.3 Data Diversification
In this subsection, we conduct a statistical analysis to examine the di-
versity distribution resulting from two different approaches. The first
one, referred to as the standard approach, serves as a baseline where
a random augmentation is applied to each sample in each epoch
independently. The second one, referred to as tiny-batch approach,
is specifically designed for our new system where a random aug-
mentation is applied to each tiny-batch in each epoch independently.
The composition of samples within each tiny-batch is randomly de-
termined and independent across all epochs. The diversity resulting
from augmentation is measured by the number of unique augmented
samples obtained from all samples across all epochs. Due to space
constraints, we provide a condensed overview of the formulas here,
with detailed proofs available in [27].

4.3.1 Expectation of sample diversity. Following the same
assumptions from [30], we assume 𝐾 epochs, 𝑁 samples, augmen-
tation set 𝐴, batch size 𝑛. We define 𝑋𝑖𝑡 as the indicator of whether
augmentation 𝐴𝑡 is applied to the 𝑖-th sample.

𝑋𝑖𝑡 =


1, If augmentation 𝐴𝑡 is applied to the 𝑖-th sample

at least once in all epochs,

0, Otherwise.

Similarly, we define 𝑋𝑖 as the number of unique augmented samples
from the 𝑖-th sample in all epochs and 𝑋 as the number of unique
augmented samples from all samples in all epochs.

In the standard approach, the expectation of 𝑋𝑖 is as follows:

𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 ) =
∑︁
𝑡

𝐸 (𝑋𝑖𝑡 ) =
∑︁
𝑡

(1 − 𝑃 (𝑋𝑖𝑡 = 0) ) = |𝐴 |
(
1 −

(
|𝐴 | − 1
|𝐴 |

)𝐾 )
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Figure 6: Ratio of the standard deviation.

where |𝐴| is the cardinality of the augmentation set. Then, the expec-
tation of diversity, 𝐸 (𝑋 ) is the sum of expectations of all 𝑋𝑖 .

𝐸 (𝑋 ) =
∑︁
𝑖

𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 ) = 𝑁 |𝐴 |
(
1 −

(
|𝐴 | − 1
|𝐴 |

)𝐾 )
The tiny-batch approach also selects an augmentation for each

sample independently for every epoch. Therefore, the batching of
samples does not affect the expectation values 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖𝑡 ), and by ex-
tension, 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 ) and 𝐸 (𝑋 ). Consequently, the expectation of diversity
with the tiny-batch approach, measured as the number of unique
augmented samples, is equivalent to that achieved with the standard
approach.

4.3.2 Variance of sample diversity. The variance of sam-
ple diversity, 𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑋 ), can be expanded using 𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑋 ) = 𝐸 (𝑋 2) −
(𝐸 (𝑋 ))2 as follows:

𝐸 (𝑋 2 ) = 𝐸 (
∑︁
𝑖

𝑋𝑖 )2 = 𝐸 (
∑︁
𝑖

𝑋 2
𝑖 +

∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑋𝑖𝑋 𝑗 ) =
∑︁
𝑖

𝐸 (𝑋 2
𝑖 )+

∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

𝐸 (𝑋𝑖𝑋 𝑗 )

(𝐸 (𝑋 ) )2 = (
∑︁
𝑖

𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 ) )2 =
∑︁
𝑖

(𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 ) )2 +
∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 )𝐸 (𝑋 𝑗 )

𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑋 ) =
∑︁
𝑖

(𝐸 (𝑋 2
𝑖 ) − (𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 ) )2 ) +

∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

(𝐸 (𝑋𝑖𝑋 𝑗 ) − 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 )𝐸 (𝑋 𝑗 ) )

Since both the standard and tiny-batch approaches apply a ran-
dom augmentation to each sample independently for each epoch,
the expectation of 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋 2

𝑖
remains identical in both methods.

Therefore, the difference in the variance between the two approaches
is determined by the last term. In the standard approach, there is
no dependency on the samples. Thus, 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖𝑋 𝑗 ) = 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 )𝐸 (𝑋 𝑗 ) holds
true, and the last term of the variance is zero. However, in the tiny-
batch approach, samples that belong to the same tiny-batch in an
epoch receive the same augmentation. Consequently, depending on
the probability that the 𝑖-th and 𝑗-th samples belong to the same
tiny-batch, 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖𝑋 𝑗 ) can be slightly larger than 𝐸 (𝑋𝑖 )𝐸 (𝑋 𝑗 ).

In order to visualize the variance of diversity in our approach vs
per-sample augmentation, Figure 6 presents the ratio of the standard
deviation of diversity in the tiny-batch approach over the standard
deviation of diversity in the standard per-sample augmentation, given
different parameters for RandAugment (𝐾 = 2 ∼ 140, 𝑁 = 1743042,
|𝐴| = 16, 𝑛 = 1 ∼ 100) and AutoAugment (𝐾 = 2 ∼ 200, 𝑁 =

1743042, |𝐴| = 25, 𝑛 = 1 ∼ 100), respectively, where standard
deviation is the square root of variance.

Based on the plots, the variance of diversity in our approach is
almost the same as that of per-sample augmentation in typical DL
training tasks where tiny-batch size 𝑛 « sample size 𝑁 . As a result,
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our approach maintains the same level of diversity as per-sample aug-
mentation, thus guaranteeing the same level of convergence in model
training. This analysis confirms that our approach does not inadver-
tently increase the number of epochs for model convergence and can
benefit from faster training time compared to standard approaches.

5 FUSIONFLOW DESIGN
As a system built on PyTorch, FusionFlow supports both single- and
multi-GPU DL training and runs transparently to users.

5.1 System Architecture
FusionFlow has three key system components, as shown in Figure 7:
local manager (LM), global manager (GM), and worker.

Local manager. As a GPU-local runtime, LM handles data prep on
behalf of the DL training on each GPU, as shown in Figure 7. Specif-
ically, for each incoming mini-batch ( 1 ), LM transforms it into a
set of tasks representing tiny-batches called TB tasks and performs
task scheduling to workers ( 2 ), and aggregates the processed tasks
as an augmented mini-batch to initiate model training ( 3 ).

FusionFlow offers two types of workers to consume TB tasks:
CPU workers and GPU workers. The LM has an action handler that
coordinates with the GM to scale up or down the number of CPU
workers. Furthermore, the LM activates GPU workers only when the
local GPU has sufficient idle resources to accommodate offloaded
TB tasks, faithfully facilitating both spatial and temporal GPU shar-
ing modes between data prep and model training. When a new DL
training job is issued, the LM determines which mode to enter by
initiating a profiling phase and collecting basic job information, as
will be discussed in § 5.2.

Global manager. As a system-wide runtime, GM tracks the status
of LMs and coordinates their progress. The primary mission of
the GM is mitigating the straggler’s effect in multi-GPU training
through a dynamic resource relocation. At every iteration, the GM
first starts by assigning each LM an equal number of CPU workers
for fairness. Then, when certain LMs make slower progress during
the data prep, the GM grants them more CPU workers to process
their pending tasks faster. This worker scaling is done reactively as
soon as stragglers manifest to avoid the risk of misprediction.

To make scaling decisions quickly, the task tracker in GM collects
the number of unprocessed TB tasks from all LMs every short
interval ( 4 ) and informs each LM of the appropriate action to
take ( 5 ). For the worker scaling actions, Borrow vs Yield, the

GM also tells the associated LMs how many workers to borrow or
yield. Upon receiving Borrow, the LM increases the number of
CPU workers by the amount specified in Count. At the same time,
to avoid CPU contention, the GM asks other LMs to yield a total
of Count workers. When all TB tasks for the current data prep are
consumed, the borrowed workers are returned to their original LMs.

Worker. Each CPU worker is assigned to a separate CPU core to
execute its assigned task without interference. This CPU worker can
also be mapped to a CPU core in a remote machine. Data prep is
compute-intensive, so sharing a single core among multiple CPU
workers would not provide any performance advantages. In contrast,
a GPU worker executes its assigned task by offloading it to the local
GPU hardware. It schedules kernel computations for a randomly
selected data augmentation on the GPU with minimal CPU overhead
due to ahead-of-time task allocation. For this reason, GPU workers
do not have dedicated compute resources and instead share a small
number of CPU cores with other runtime managers in FusionFlow.

It is worth noting that FusionFlow simplifies resource manage-
ment by treating CPUs distributed across different machines or
NUMA domains uniformly. In particular, when integrating Fusion-
Flow with horizontal CPU scaling, we assume that the machines
possess ample I/O and network bandwidth capacities, with data prep
on the CPU being the most time-consuming task. Therefore, in re-
sponse to dynamic changes in resources, it suffices to notify the GM
of the updated compute capacity.

5.2 Efficient Task Scheduling and Execution
Now, we explain how FusionFlow decides between spatial and tem-
poral sharing modes and proceeds with task scheduling. In order
to make an appropriate choice for the sharing mode, we introduce
an online profiling phase where FusionFlow performs a test run to
evaluate a new DL job for a few training iterations.

5.2.1 Profiling phase. When a new DL training job is initiated,
FusionFlow enters the profiling phase. During this phase, Fusion-
Flow first evaluates the memory condition by independently running
data prep and model training and measuring their GPU memory
consumption. It assumes no memory oversubscription will occur if
the sum of peak memory usage fits within the GPU memory capacity.
If this condition is not met, FusionFlow promptly transitions to the
execution phase that employs temporal GPU sharing. Next, Fusion-
Flow assesses the compute condition. Determining which specific
mode will lead to less slowdown is not straightforward when relying
solely on performance metrics from isolated runs. However, since
DL training is fairly regular across iterations, FusionFlow can empir-
ically compare the throughput of both modes over a few iterations.
FusionFlow transitions to the execution phase using the mode that
demonstrates higher speed.

5.2.2 Execution phase. During the execution phase, Fusion-
Flow schedules TB tasks onto the CPU and GPU. Each TB task
contains essential information about data prep at a tiny-batch level,
including input samples and transformation code such as decoder
and augmentation pipeline. Initially, a TB task is in Waiting state
before being scheduled, then transitions to Active state when
assigned to either a CPU or GPU worker, and finally moves to
Completed state once the task execution is finished.
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Task affinity-aware scheduling. Based on C-2 in § 3.1, a TB
task with larger samples is more time-consuming and thus runs
more effectively on GPU because it excels in processing large data
blocks in parallel. To preferably assign larger tasks to the GPU,
our task affinity-aware scheduler called TAAS sorts TB tasks for a
mini-batch based on the aggregate size of samples in each task and
feeds them into the CPU and the GPU in ascending and descending
orders, respectively. But, when a few tasks remain, it is possible that
assigning all these tasks to the GPU is faster due to CPUs being
usually much slower than GPUs. TAAS in each LM automatically
searches for this threshold value that reflects the number of last-
minute tasks to execute only on the GPU through an iterative process.
Specifically, TAAS starts from zero, so all tasks for a mini-batch
are up for grabs by any compute resource. At the end of every mini-
batch, it adjusts the threshold based on examining which resource
is busier between CPU and GPU at the last moment. If it is CPU,
TAAS increments the threshold to give GPU more last-minute loads
in the next mini-batch or vice versa. TAAS stops searching when the
threshold oscillates.

We currently operate FusionFlow for offline learning that does
not expect data distribution to change drastically over time. So,
essentially, the threshold is decided once and used throughout the
training process. However, in situations where hardware resources
undergo dynamic changes, FusionFlow resumes the iterative search
process to fine-tune the threshold value as needed.

Reactive CPU worker scaling. FusionFlow triggers worker scaling
when an LM finishes all of its TB tasks for the current iteration and
can relinquish its CPU workers for other LMs still in progress. This
reactive approach is fast and can minimize the risk of misprediction,
even given the dynamic nature of augmentation algorithms and
resource conditions.

However, this worker scaling should effectively distribute avail-
able CPU workers among different LMs. At the moment of releasing
CPU workers, the other slower LMs may have different compute
resource demands, as reflected in the progress of their tiny-batch
processing. In FusionFlow, we distribute available workers to the
LMs based on the number of tasks in Waiting state, as this rep-
resents the amount of pending work in each LM. We also take into
account the progress of Active tasks, which may have significantly
different amounts of work done in terms of the number of tiny-batch
samples processed. If a slow LM has an Active task with sub-
stantial progress (i.e., a majority of samples processed), its worker
will soon be available to fetch a Waiting task. In this case, the
LM decreases the number of Waiting tasks by one to account
for the worker’s immanent availability, reducing the likelihood of
unnecessary worker stealing. In FusionFlow, each LM adjusts its re-
source demand by assessing whether the processing of the Active
tiny-batch exceeds 50%. This pivot point was chosen to be neither
too aggressive nor too conservative.

5.3 Memory Overflow Handling
Most DL frameworks and data prep libraries have built-in memory
allocators. For example, PyTorch uses the caching memory alloca-
tor [50] that serves large (≥ 1 MB) and small (< 1 MB) allocations
from different bins, while DALI uses a simple allocator that serves
requests from free blocks stored in a single bin. TensorFlow has the

BFC allocator [61] that organizes free blocks into multiple bins with
sizes that increase by a power of two. While implementation details
may differ, these frameworks all share a commonality: they orga-
nize memory space into blocks and manage them locally. Therefore,
to enable memory sharing, we grant the remote memory allocator
access to local memory at the block level.

APIs. Low-level GPU memory management primitives such as
cudaMalloc and cudaFree can be used to enable memory shar-
ing between frameworks operating their memory allocators in differ-
ent OS processes. Unfortunately, this approach incurs a detrimental
impact on DL throughput when used in performance-sensitive loops
like training iterations [33]. To enable efficient, fine-grained GPU
memory sharing without sacrificing performance, we have developed
two generic memory-granting APIs: YieldBlk and BorrowBlk.
These APIs transfer and receive the access privilege of each mem-
ory block using cudaIpcGetMemHandle, which allows memory
handles to be shared across processes with low overhead. Any pro-
cess can invoke YieldBlk with the address of a local memory
block to grant access, and any process needing a free block from a
remote process can invoke BorrowBlk by specifying the desired
block size in the API.

Strategy. In FusionFlow, memory is granted unidirectionally be-
cause model training typically consumes more memory than data
prep. For example, the memory demand for data prep is usually at
most 10 GB, even with ahead-of-time task allocation. So, at the end
of the model training phase, FusionFlow can export free memory
blocks from model training’s DL framework via YieldBlk for use
in data prep’s GPU library during the GPU offloading phase. The
large free blocks are exported first, followed by small free blocks,
until the desired amount (e.g., 10 GB) has been reached. Data prep
and model training can communicate through IPC on shared mem-
ory, which includes a record of all memory blocks exposed by the
DL framework. Note that this cross-boundary memory sharing is
used as a last resort only for temporal GPU sharing in FusionFlow.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we assess the efficacy of FusionFlow, both when used
as a standalone solution and in combination with other complemen-
tary strategies. We also validate its applicability, compatibility, and
key design features.

6.1 Implementation and Methodology
FusionFlow is built atop PyTorch 1.8.0 and DALI 1.17 with ∼3500
new LoC for GM, LM, and other system components in PyTorch
and DALI. FusionFlow extends PyTorch’s data loading utility
(torch.utils.data) [5] and allows users to import its func-
tionalities by configuring a few parameters such as augmentation
algorithm and tiny-batch size. FusionFlow also has custom data
structures (e.g., progress list and action list) implemented using a
POSIX IPC-based shared memory library (posix.ipc) [3] for
communication protocols between the system’s runtime managers.

Competing methods. We first compare FusionFlow with four meth-
ods that operate independently of external resources or memory
caching. (1) CPU-InterP represents the default PyTorch method that
utilizes inter-batch parallelism on CPUs. (2) CPU-IntraP employs
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Figure 8: Throughput in training ResNet-18, ResNet-50, and ViT. The first three, middle three, and last three graphs show the results
under RandAugment, AutoAugment, and Deep AutoAugment, respectively. Each bar shows CPU and GPU utilization on the top.

intra-batch parallelism on CPUs. (3) DALI-Naïve is a GPU-based
method that creates and executes GPU tasks on demand, without
GPU time-multiplexing. (4) DALI-AoT improves DALI-Naïve with
ahead-of-time task allocation.

In addition, we compare FusionFlow with the following approaches
to show how FusionFlow creates synergy with other complementary
solutions. (5) FastFlow [66] is a state-of-the-art method that focuses
on horizontal CPU scaling. (6) Revamper [30] is a caching system
that stores partially augmented samples in memory and reuses them
in successive iterations.

FastFlow was originally implemented in TensorFlow but has been
ported to PyTorch for a fair comparison. Unless otherwise specified,
we use a default tiny-batch size of four samples.

Benchmarks. We select three training benchmarks for image clas-
sification, ResNet-18 [20], ResNet-50 [20], and ViT-Base [17], on
three modern data augmentation algorithms, RandAugment [13],
AutoAugment [12], and Deep AutoAugment (DeepAA) [74]. All
models use the stochastic gradient descent optimizer and automatic
mixed precision [1] for training. For training throughput experi-
ments, we use the OpenImage-Extended [29] dataset or OpenImage
for short. For model accuracy experiments, we additionally use the
ImageNet-1k [57] dataset which is popular for convergence analysis.

Hardware platform. The default evaluation setup (3090-6G-32C)
consists of six NVIDIA RTX 3090 Ti GPUs, each with 24 GB GPU
memory, dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6226R 32 CPU cores running
at 2.9 GHz, and 384 GB host memory. We allow four CPU workers
per GPU and reserve the remaining CPU cores for runtime managers
and GPU workers. This setup is used for both single-GPU and data-
parallel training on a single node, ensuring a uniform CPU worker
to GPU ratio. For scenarios that can accommodate more intra-server

CPUs, we use a standard A100 server (A100-8G-128C) equipped
with eight NVIDIA A100 GPUs and 128 CPU cores. To facilitate
horizontal CPU scaling, we augment our resources by incorporating
an additional 8-CPU server connected via a 1Gbps network.

6.2 Performance Comparison
6.2.1 As a standalone solution. Single-GPU training. Fig-
ure 8(a) shows the throughput of the four competing methods (1)–(4)
and FusionFlow when conducting single-GPU training on various
DL models and data augmentation algorithms. To ensure a fair com-
parison, the input mini-batch sizes for each model were chosen to
fit within the GPU memory using DALI-Naïve. The results demon-
strate that FusionFlow consistently outperforms both CPU-based
and GPU-based methods in all cases. Specifically, we see the largest
performance gain for ResNet-18, achieving 105–281% and 78.5–
91.7% higher throughput compared to CPU-InterP and DALI-AoT,
respectively. This is mainly due to ResNet-18 performing lightweight
training that leaves ample idle GPU cycles relative to other mod-
els. However, for the most computationally demanding benchmark,
ViT-Base, FusionFlow’s performance gain over CPU-InterP (best
baseline) is reduced to 29.7%, 16.1%, and 102% for RandAugment,
AutoAugment, and DeepAA, respectively, which is expected.

We do not see significant performance merits with DALI-Naïve
and DALI-AoT as they only attempt to utilize GPUs, resulting in
adverse effects on performance when the GPU is heavily utilized
and leaves little room for accommodating data prep tasks, as seen
in ViT-Base. While there is potential to improve the performance of
these methods by utilizing both GPUs and CPUs, the lack of GPU
multiplexing may limit the batch sizes that can be supported, making
FusionFlow a more attractive choice (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: ResNet-18 throughput over different mini-batch sizes.
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Figure 10: Throughput comparison between FastFlow [66] and
FusionFlow using ResNet-50.

Multi-GPU training. In Figure 8(b), we present a comparison of
system throughput in a six-GPU setting. In comparison to CPU-
InterP and DALI-AoT, similar to what we observe in the single-GPU
case, FusionFlow achieves higher throughput across all models for
the three data augmentation algorithms. In particular, FusionFlow
achieves an average throughput increase of 112.9% for ResNet-18,
73.4% for ResNet-50, and 28.3% for ViT-Base when compared to
CPU-InterP. Similar to Figure 8(a), FusionFlow favors ResNet-18
over ResNet-50 and ViT-Base because ample GPU cycles are avail-
able by running a model with low computational demand. Likewise,
both DALI-Naïve and DALI-AoT do not excel in performance.

Varying mini-batch sizes. FusionFlow’s ability to share memory
allows for larger mini-batch sizes during model training, which in
turn can improve training efficiency. We demonstrate this by compar-
ing FusionFlow’s performance to a competing GPU-based method,
DALI-AoT, over a range of mini-batch sizes using ResNet-18 and
two augmentation algorithms, RandAugment and AutoAugment. As
shown in Figure 9, FusionFlow performs better and retains its per-
formance at mini-batch sizes up to 720 samples, while DALI-AoT
could not handle mini-batch sizes larger than 480 samples.

6.2.2 As a complementary solution. FusionFlow not only
offers improved training performance as a replacement for FastFlow
or Revamper but also presents an opportunity for synergy when used
along with these approaches. We will now explore these aspects.

With horizontal CPU scaling. In Figure 10, we compare the
throughput of ResNet-50 between FastFlow and FusionFlow un-
der varying remote CPU availabilities. This evaluation reveals two
observations. First, FastFlow demands 4 to 6 remote CPUs per GPU
to achieve a throughput of 281 samples per second, whereas Fusion-
Flow delivers this level of throughput without the necessity of any
remote CPUs. Given that our 3090-6G-32C server assigns 4 CPUs
to each GPU, this represents approximately >50% in CPU resource
savings compared to FastFlow. Second, FusionFlow consistently en-
hances throughput across a wide spectrum of available remote CPUs,
showing remarkable synergy when both approaches are combined.
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Figure 12: ResNet-18 throughput while dynamically changing
local and remote CPU count.

Notably, FusionFlow outperforms FastFlow at a large margin when
the same number of remote CPUs is available.

With in-memory caching. In Figure 11, we compare the throughput
of ResNet-50 between CPU-InterP on Revamper (CPU-InterP-RV )
and FusionFlow on Revamper (FusionFlow-RV ) for a wide range
of memory sizes used for caching. As Revamper stores tensorized
samples after decoding, it requires a large amount of memory for
full caching, approximately 2.58 TB for OpenImage. Our 3090-
6G-32C machine has 384 GB of host memory, allowing it to store
roughly 16% of the entire dataset. In this scenario, FusionFlow-RV
outperforms CPU-InterP-RV by 52.4%. To evaluate larger cache
sizes, we also emulate the sample access pattern of a specified cache
size while reusing a dummy partially augmented sample for cache
hits. As Figure 11 shows, FusionFlow-RV consistently improves
throughput compared to CPU-InterP-RV across all memory sizes,
even at the maximum capacity of 2.58 TB.

6.3 Diverse Usage Scenarios
We evaluate FusionFlow’s performance across diverse usage sce-
narios using RandAugment on a single GPU for 3090-6G-32C,
unless otherwise specified.

Dynamic CPU resources. The CPU compute capacity may un-
dergo dynamic changes for both local and remote CPUs. In such
cases, FusionFlow should promptly adjust its CPU pool and schedule
CPU workers to maintain good system efficiency during ongoing
training on the GPU. In Figure 12, we illustrate how FusionFlow re-
sponds to variations in CPU availability over time using ResNet-18.
Specifically, we increase the number of available CPUs from 4 to
8 using “local” CPUs during iterations 200 to 400 and then to 12
using “remote” CPUs during iterations 400 to 600, and subsequently,
we restore it to 8 and then to 4. As shown in the figure, FusionFlow
can adapt to these CPU capacity changes in a non-blocking manner.
This stands in contrast to existing approaches in PyTorch and Tensor-
Flow, where PyTorch requires all CPU workers to be predefined, and
TensorFlow relies on specifying AUTOTUNE, a parameter limited
by hardware specifications like the maximum CPU count [66]. It is
also worth noting that thanks to FusionFlow’s ability to dynamically
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Figure 13: Throughput in training ResNet-18, ResNet-50, and ViT using different augmentation algorithms on the A100 machine.
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Figure 14: FusionFlow performance on newer PyTorch 2.0.

scale CPUs beyond the local server, FusionFlow can be seamlessly
extended to collaborate with autoscaling schemes like Cachew [18].

Single-sample tiny-batch. Using large tiny-batches can degrade
system efficiency as fewer TB tasks that are created may not suffi-
ciently take advantage of parallelism. So, it is crucial for FusionFlow
to be optimized for small tiny-batch sizes. To that end, we evaluate
FusionFlow’s performance using the extreme case of single-sample
tiny-batches. Results show that FusionFlow still maintains good
performance, with its throughput slightly lower than Figure 8(a) by
2.5% for ResNet-18, 4% for ResNet-50, and 3.4% for ViT-Base.
While users may prefer this single-sample size as it does not affect
data diversity, we later show that the current tiny-batch size of four
samples also does not impact model accuracy.

Newer PyTorch. We test FusionFlow on PyTorch 2.0 [65], which
underwent major performance improvements, to see if FusionFlow
gives the same benefits with the newer PyTorch version. Figure 14
presents the results. In this experiment, we compare FusionFlow
with CPU-InterP while running the PyTorch in eager mode. This
mode was found to achieve performance comparable to the com-
piled mode on 3090-6G-32C [65]. We observe that PyTorch 2.0
delivers higher throughput than the old version used in Figure 8(a).
Importantly, even with the upgraded PyTorch, FusionFlow continues
to provide substantial performance improvements across various
training benchmarks.

A100 server. In Figure 13, we present the main performance re-
sults obtained using our A100-8G-128C machine. This machine
provides a maximum of 16 CPU cores per GPU. So, we designate
15 workers per GPU, reserving a single core to accommodate the
minimal CPU resources required by PyTorch’s basic system runtime.
Overall, FusionFlow consistently outperforms or is on par with other
methods. In particular, although the A100 GPU imposes increased
mini-batch sizes, which place higher pressure on the CPU, we find
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Figure 15: (a) Performance gain with worker scaling. (b)
Throughput with each optimization technique in ResNet-50.

that 15 workers are adequate for certain combinations of DL models
and augmentation algorithms, e.g., ViT-Base with RandAugment.
In these cases, FusionFlow operates without GPU offloading, thus
matching the performance of CPU-based methods.

6.4 Design Validation
In all our experiments, we allocate the same CPU resources across all
competing methods. Since each method places varying demands on
system resources, we provide both CPU and GPU utilization for each
bar in Figure 8 and Figure 13. It is crucial to note that, by alleviating
CPU bottlenecks, FusionFlow improves overall GPU utilization.
We now proceed with the design validation of FusionFlow. Unless
otherwise stated, we apply RandAugment on 3090-6G-32C.

Worker scaling. Figure 15(a) illustrates the impact of worker scal-
ing on throughput by comparing results with worker scaling turned
on and off for the data-parallel training setup. In this experiment,
GPU-offloading is disabled to impose enough stress on the CPU
workers. The results show that worker scaling in FusionFlow im-
proves throughput by up to 7% in ResNet-50.

GPU task optimizations. Next, we validate the effectiveness of our
optimizations on GPU task execution by comparing the throughput
of four different GPU-offloading implementations based on our
proposed techniques using ResNet-50. (1) None only harvests idle
local GPU cycles without key optimizations. (2) AoT adds ahead-
of-time task allocation on top of None. (3) AoT+TAAS adds task
affinity-aware scheduling without the threshold for last-minute GPU
tasks on top of AoT. (4) All includes full features of FusionFlow.
The results in Figure 15(b) show that throughput increases as we
add optimizations one by one. Therefore, we confirm that our main
features greatly contribute to FusionFlow’s performance.

Data partitioning. We compare FusionFlow with a strategy called
Decode-Off to evaluate the performance of data-level partitioning vs
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Figure 16: Throughput comparison between FusionFlow and
Decode-Off that offloads the data decoding operator to the GPU.

operator-level partitioning. In Decode-Off, the data decoding phase,
which is typically the most computationally expensive operation, is
offloaded to the GPU, while all subsequent operations are executed
on the CPU. For a fair comparison, we limit the number of CPU
workers to one. We show the results in Figure 16 including a CPU-
only scheme CPU-InterP for three different models.

Decode-Off runs faster than CPU-InterP due to GPU accelera-
tion during the decoding phase. However, both schemes execute
operations sequentially at the mini-batch level, meaning that later
operations in data prep must wait for earlier ones to complete before
starting their execution. That said, they do not utilize the GPU and
CPU at the same time. On the contrary, FusionFlow is not affected
by the sequential dependency of operations, continuously engaging
both the GPU and CPU through more explicit tiny-batch-level paral-
lelism. Consequently, FusionFlow achieves speedups of up to 4.23×
and 2.36× compared to CPU-InterP and Decode-Off, respectively.

Convergence. Our approach that applies a random augmentation
to each tiny-batch independently maintains the same level of data
diversity while having minimum impact on the variance (§ 4.3). To
validate this aspect further, we empirically compare the change in the
top-1 accuracy over training epochs between FusionFlow and CPU-
InterP (that augments each sample with a distinct pipeline) using
ImageNet-1k. FusionFlow does not adversely affect the model’s
accuracy as Figure 17 shows, with only 0.1% degradation in the final
accuracy. We also witnessed similar trends for OpenImage.

7 RELATED WORK
We have already compared FusionFlow with other approaches that
rely on in-memory caching [30, 40], disaggregation [18, 73], and
only GPUs [45], and we do not repeat them here.

CPU-GPU cooperation in DL training. Various DL systems at-
tempt to offload the GPU’s main workload, model training, to the
CPU to take the benefit the other way around. The most well-known
work in such CPU offloading is ZeRO-Offload [54]. ZeRO-Offload
focuses on training models with over 13 billion parameters on a sin-
gle GPU. ZeRO-Offload offloads both data (gradients and optimizer
states) and compute (optimizer computation) that lead to high GPU
memory savings with low communication and CPU computation
costs. Before ZeRO-Offload, the primary concern of many other
approaches was offloading only data to limit the working set in the
GPU [24, 49, 55]. All these prior approaches mainly support training
huge models [54] or medium-size models with very large mini-batch
sizes [24, 49]. In contrast, FusionFlow supports typical model train-
ing cases incorporating state-of-the-art data prep algorithms, which
have revealed several new performance issues.
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Figure 17: Top-1 accuracy over training epochs. Both methods
train ResNet-50 on ImageNet-1k.

Augmentation algorithms. Data augmentation algorithms gen-
erating dynamic augmentation pipelines through random operator
selections have been proposed mainly for computer vision tasks.
RandAugment randomly selects a predefined number of operators
and concatenates them with crop and horizontal flip to create a
pipeline per sample [13, 26, 30]. Similarly, TrivialAugment [41]
generates a pipeline through a random operator selection for each
sample. However, unlike RandAugment, it selects a single operator
and does not fix the magnitude value, which determines the opera-
tor’s strength. Using magnitude gives a higher functional variability
in the pipeline execution while demanding the same computational
cost. AutoAugment [12] pre-builds an optimal set of pipelines to
be randomly selected for each sample. It obtains such a set from
running a search algorithm beforehand. The most recent algorithm,
Deep AutoAugment [74], takes a fully automated approach with no
hand-picked operators, where the best accuracy is achieved when
the algorithm includes more than five operators. FusionFlow makes
all these algorithms run faster.

Adversarial data augmentation [8, 52, 67] is a variant of data
augmentation that enhances model robustness against corrupted or
hostile data in computer vision [56]. It is implemented based on
either GPU or CPU. The GPU-based approach generates synthetic
images using a generative model during model training, effectively
running two models (i.e., generative model and training model)
at the same time. To optimize GPU resource utilization for this
method, frameworks like Zico [33], which enable multiple models
to share the same GPU, are highly suitable. On the other hand,
the CPU-based approach (e.g., AugMix [21]) involves modifying
training parameters or in-use data augmentations. It can thus benefit
considerably from techniques like FusionFlow.

8 CONCLUSION
We propose FusionFlow that speeds up the dynamic data augmen-
tation algorithms on CPUs and GPUs. The key idea is exploiting
intra-batch parallelism, which splits an input mini-batch into mul-
tiple tiny-batches and augments the mini-batch in parallel on those
compute resources. FusionFlow applies several optimizations to
make GPU-offloading of tiny-batch tasks highly effective and per-
forms CPU worker scaling to make CPU resource usage in data-
parallel training more balanced. Experimental results confirm the
effectiveness of FusionFlow.
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